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SYNOPSIS

struggling Mumbai street photographer pressured to
marry by his grandmother convinces a shy stranger to
pose as his fiancée during a family visit. Despite vast
cultural differences, the pair develop a surprising connection
that challenges their worldviews in a wistful and funny
romance from Ritesh Batra (THE L UNCHBOX). Rafi
(Nawazuddin Siddiqui) came to Mumbai from a small village
to earn money to pay off an old family debt. Working as a street
photographer, he shares one small room with friends and
sends almost everything he makes to his grandmother, Dadi
(Farrukh Jaffar), in the hope she will be able to buy back
her ancestral home. To satisfy the elderly woman’s desire for

him to marry, he sends her a photo of a
shy stranger, claiming that the girl, Miloni
(Sanya Malhotra), is his fiancée. When
his g
 randmother insists on a meeting, he
tracks Miloni down and asks her to pretend
to be his betrothed. A sheltered young
woman studying to become an accountant,
Miloni lives a quiet, middle-class life with her parents, and awaits
an arranged marriage to a suitable boy when she finishes school.
She impulsively agrees to Rafi’s scheme, opening the door to an
unexpected adventure at the crossroads of tradition and modernity.
Featuring some of Indian cinema’s most popular actors, Photograph
is a heartwarming and comical snapshot of life in contemporary
Mumbai.

S

ince the international success of his 2013 debut
feature film, THE LUNCHBOX (aka DABBA),
writer and director Ritesh Batra has traveled far
from his hometown of Mumbai to helm the romantic
drama Our Souls at Night, starring Jane Fonda and
Robert Redford, and the mystery drama The Sense of
an Ending, with Jim Broadbent, Charlotte Rampling
and Michelle Dockery. His charming and insightful
new film, Photograph, marks Batra’s return to his
roots for an inspired and funny look at love in the
contradictory world of modern urban life on the
Indian subcontinent. The director says he was
inspired by both exuberant Bollywood musicals
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and a classic 
Shakespeare comedy
when he wrote Photograph. The idea,
which had been gestating for years,
is based on what he calls «the kind
of cheesy B
 ollywood m
 ovies I saw in
the 80s growing up in India,» says
Batra. «They were always some kind
of ‹Taming of the Shrew› adaptation.
There were hundreds of them
with a poor guy who’s maybe a car
mechanic and a rich girl who is a little
hot-tempered.»

For decades, the Indian film
industry has made tales of plucky
heroines who defy tradition and
family with the men they love its
stock-in-trade. «The girl in these
movies has little more to do than
look pretty and spend three hours
being mindlessly pursued by the
hero as her family alternately bosses
her around and mollycoddles her,»
says Batra. «Nowadays she may have
a job, a goofy group of friends, a
lovable dog, or none of these – but
she’d certainly have a say in who she
wants to end up with. The best films
are both funny, with at least one nice
belly laugh, and suitably romantic. I
wanted to do that, but instead of it
being a typical melodrama, it would
be a very real story about people
living in Mumbai today and have
more a feeling of an independent
arthouse film than a Bollywood

e xtravaganza.» Miloni, a shy and traditionally raised middle-class
Mumbaikar, crosses paths with Rafi, a Muslim villager living in
the city trying to scratch out a living as a street photographer.
Getting to know his characters intimately was the first step for Batra as he developed
the script. «I started by writing about her,» he says. «Then I wrote about him. I was
thinking about who these people would be, what happens to them and how it is that
their lives go along together for some time. Eventually it became a story I was dying
to tell.»

Like Alfonso Cuarón in last year’s acclaimed Roma,
Batra has returned to the languages of his childhood
for Photograph, with dialogue in both Hindi, one of
India’s two official languages (along with English) and
Gujarati, a language commonly spoken in Mumbai. He
worked with award-winning actress Nimrat Kaur while
creating his screenplay, continuing a collaboration
that began during The Lunchbox. Batra prefers to
start writing in English and then adapt it to Hindi
with Kaur’s invaluable input.

«Not only does Nimrat have the instincts of a great
actor,» explains the filmmaker, «she has a knack for
Hindi dialogue. She takes what I have written and
shapes it into authentic colloquial language. We’ve
worked together twice, and it’s been such a pleasure.»
Following the intersecting paths of two people who
would typically never meet has been a theme in Batra’s
work and often a source of humor. «You will see it in
both The Lunchbox and Our Souls at Night,» he says.
«What really interests me is the
idea of longing. The different
ways people express that can be
both funny and sad, which is
something I always want to see
in a film. Wanting something
you can’t have is certainly sad,
but the longing that comes with
it can be incredibly moving and
funny.»

The director believes people often mistake that kind of longing for loneliness,
but he sees it as something very different. Longing, he says, is an act full of
life and vitality, with room for humor and sadness and everything in between.
«I don’t know if I’ve ever met anyone truly lonely, but I’ve met lots of people
who are longing for all kinds of things: the past, things they dream of but have
never seen, other people, even for the smallest of things. Miloni speaks about
missing a soft drink from her childhood called Campa Cola. It was the only
cola available in India for years. I don’t quite remember how it tasted, but for
me it signifies simpler times. I felt these characters might have been happier
in those times.»
Rafi and Miloni are divided by radically
different religious, economic and cultural
backgrounds, and even skin color, but
both struggle with the same kinds of
existential questions, observes Batra.
«India’s in a very interesting place now,»
he says. «When I was growing up, and for
probably centuries before that, people
always thought as a family first. Recently,
they have started to think of themselves as
individuals rather than as part of a family.
It’s become one of the central conflicts in
Indian life today.»

It is a conflict Batra struggles with himself. «I’ve now been in
the U.S. for half my life,» he explains. «But I grew up in India
and that still sticks with me. It’s a real conundrum when I go
back: Am I supposed to think as an individual or am I supposed
to think of the family first?»
Miloni and Rafi find themselves at odds with the expectations of
a modern world in which they can’t ever truly be themselves. For
her, it means that while she has been raised to be a professional
and is excelling in her classes, she still lives with her parents
and must defer to them in all things, including her choice
of career and husband. For his part, Rafi has moved far away
from the village he grew up in and lives without family around

him, but he is still bound by tradition to
restore his family’s honor and to satisfy his
grandmother’s wishes.
Perhaps because the two characters are so
different, their encounter opens new doors
for each of them, Batra says. «I don’t know
that they are attracted to each other in a
conventional way. But some people are
able to inspire us to be something other
than what we believe we can be. They do
that for each other. She brings about a
curiosity in him. She inspires him to take a
moment for himself and do something for
somebody other than his family. He gives
her an opportunity to explore and expand
her world, to take on a new persona when
she is with him and his grandmother.»
«There’s a lot of nobility and sacrifice that
goes into thinking as a family as opposed to
thinking as an individual,» Batra observes.
«Both of these people are torn between that
and putting their own desires first. I don’t
think the film says either one or the other
way is right. That question is something
I thought would be interesting to present
to a wide audience.»

WRITER-DIRECTOR

RITESH BATRA

RITESH BATRA made his feature directorial debut with
the 2013 drama The Lunchbox, which was supported by
the Sundance Institute and premiered at the Cannes Film
Festival. It was nominated for a 2015 BAFTA Award. Batra
has since directed Our Souls at Night, starring Robert
Redford and Jane Fonda, and The Sense of an Ending,
starring Jim Broadbent and Charlotte Rampling. He has
a passion for running, reading and fountain pens. His
favorite color is blue.
Filmography
2019: Photograph
2017: Our Souls at Night
2017: The Sense of an Ending
2013: Lunchbox

MAIN CAST

NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI
NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI (Rafi) is an Indian actor
best known for his many accomplishments in Hindi
cinema. Though Siddiqui became a household name
by playing Khan, the archetypal s hort-tempered cop,
in KAHAANI (2012), his breakthrough role came in
Anurag Kashyap’s BLACK FRIDAY (2004), which
won the Grand Jury Prize at the Indian Film Festival
of Los Angeles and was a nominee for the Best
Film Award (the Golden Leopard) at the Locarno
International Film Festival. He is a four-time
nominee for Best S upporting Actor at the Filmfare
Awards, winning for THE LUNCHBOX.
Also known as Nawaz, the actor has appeared
in numerous Bollywood films including BLACK
F RIDAY (2004), NEW YORK (2009), PEEPLI LIVE
(2010), KAHAANI (2012), GANGS OF WASSEYPUR
(2012) and BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN (2015). Siddiqui
will next be seen in THACKERAY, a biopic about
the controversial Indian politician.
An inquisitive child in a huge family of farmers,
Siddiqui had nine siblings (seven brothers and
two sisters). He grew up in Budhana, a small town
where the primary sources of entertainment were
village c arnivals and folk performances. Siddiqui

was so deeply enchanted with these performers that
he wanted to become one of them. After his 1996
g raduation with a degree in science from Gurukul
Kangri University in Haridwar, he joined India’s
National School of Drama (NSD). After graduation
he went to Mumbai (then called Bombay) and began
the struggle to find his way into film and theater
productions.
In 1999 the actor made his Bollywood debut with a
small role in the Aamir Khan starrer S ARFAROSH.
Sharing a f lat with four others, he conducted
occasional acting workshops and worked in relative
obscurity, mostly on television, before appearing
with Irrfan Khan in the short film THE BYPASS
(2003). From there his appearance in Kashyap’s
BLACK FRIDAY paved his way to other powerful
roles. The actor’s first lead role in a feature film came
in Prashant B hargava’s PATANG, which premiered
at the Berlin Film F
 estival.

MAIN CAST

SANYA MALHOTRA
SANYA MALHOTRA (Miloni) is an Indian actress who made her debut
in 2016 with DANGAL, co-starring Aamir Khan. The film was received
extremely well by critics and audiences alike and went on to become one
of the year’s most successful movies at the box office in India. Malhotra
then appeared in Vishal Bhardwaj’s dramedy PATAAKHA, delivering a
bold performance that earned her critical acclaim. Her next release was
the comedy BADHAAI HO, co-starring Ayushmann Khurrana, which
proved to be a massive critical and commercial success.
Born and raised in Delhi, India, Malhotra graduated from Gargi
College of Delhi University. She became a trained dancer in both
contemporary dance and ballet. She also choreographed the song «Sexy
Baliye» for SECRET SUPERSTAR (2017), which featured Dangal co-star
Aamir Khan.

MAIN CAST
Nawazuddin Siddiqui: Rafi
Sanya Malhotra: Miloni
Farrukh Jaffar: Dadi
Vijay Raaz: Tiwari’s Ghost
Virendra Saxena: Soda Distributor
Geetanjali Kulkarni: Rampyaari
Jim Sarbh: Anmol Sir
Akash Sinha: Banke
Saharsh Kumar Shukla: Zakir bhai
Amarjeet Singh: Bilal
Shree Dhar Dubey: Raghu
Sachin Khedekar: Kanti bhai
Lubna Salim: Sheilaben
Brinda Chinmay Nayak: Saloni

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Original title: Photograph
International title: Photograph
Duration: 109 min
Aspect Ratio: 1:2.40
Format: 2K
Sound: 5.1
Year: 2019
Original Language: Hindi, Gujarati, English
Countries of Production: India, Germany, USA
Production Companies: Poetic License, filmscience,
Pola Pandora, KNM
Co-Production Companies: Skywalk Films
With support of: Medienboard Berlin Brandenburg,
Filmförderungsanstalt

AMAZON STUDIOS presents in association with
THE MATCH F
 ACTORY a POETIC LICENSE • FILMSCIENCE •
POLA PANDORA • KNM production

MAIN CREW
Written and Directed by Ritesh Batra
Director of Photography: Ben Kutchins (Ozark, Mozart in the
Jungle), Timothy Gillis
Editor: John F. Lyons (Our Souls at Night, The Lunchbox)
Production Designer: Shruti Gupte (Baazaar, The Lunchbox)
Composer: Peter Raeburn (Dark Was the Night, Woodshock)
Costume Designer: Niharika Bhasin
Hair & Makeup Designer: Neha Kamra
Casting: Honey Trehan
Supervising Sound Editor/Re-Recording Mixer:
Michael Kaczmarek
Sound Mixer: Jörg Theil
Sound Designer: Moritz Hoffmeister
Executive Producers: Smriti Jain (The Lunchbox, Titli), G
 aurav
Mishra (A Death in the Gunj, Bajatey Raho), Arun Rangachari
(The Lunchbox, Bucket List) and Vivek Rangachari (The Lunchbox,
Bucket List).
Co-Producer: Jeff Rowles
Producers: Ritesh Batra, Viola Fügen (Foxtrot, Only Lovers Left
Alive), Neil Kopp (I Don’t Feel at Home in This World Anymore,
Green Room), Michel Merkt (Elle, The Death and Life of John F.
Donovan), Vincent Savino (Blue Ruin, Certain Women), Anish
Savjani (Blue Ruin, Wendy and Lucy) and Michael Weber (Foxtrot,
The Untamed)
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